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Primary law is at the core of any firm’s daily activities. By its very nature, it is constantly changing, which is

why it is so essential that practitioners have access to the most current content available if they are to

effectively compete. Loislaw addresses this need through our Primary Law Collections - comprehensive

compilations of state and federal cases, statutes and acts, administrative rules and regulations, court

rules, and other primary law for all 50 states and federal jurisdictions. Content is continuously updated,

with new cases posted every day and millions of pages of legal knowledge added annually to ensure the most

up-to-date content available. Our 99.99% accuracy rating means practitioners have access to information they

can trust, so they can make more informed decisions.

Results-oriented, Cost-effective
Researching from the Convenience of
the Desktop

Loislaw’s online research libraries facilitate the

finding of requisite Primary Law content with an

extensive array of built-in tools and functionality.

A personalized interface offers fast, easy access to

our collections, with search capabilities that are

intuitive and user-friendly. At the click of a mouse,

practitioners can conduct research, as well as

monitor recent case law affecting their clients.

Simple searching, easy navigation and accessible

“Help” sections ensure a maximum degree of

efficiency and make time more productive.

The cost of research time is a fundamental

consideration to any law firm. With Loislaw,

practitioners in all areas of law can quickly search

cases, statutes and other primary law to support a

client’s position in their state, or in other state or

federal jurisdictions, for one low, all-inclusive flat

rate. There are never any hidden charges for

hyperlinking to primary law or analytic

materials outside the scope of a subscription, or

for printing, copying, or downloading. Flexible

plans allow practitioners to select the subscription

that makes the most sense for their practice:

Primary Law -- National or Primary Law -- State.

Powerful Free Resources Provide
Additional Support

Every Loislaw subscription comes complete with

powerful free resources that enable practitioners

to go beyond simple research including: the

GlobalCite® tool for retrieving any case, statute,

or other document that has cited to a case, statute,

rule or regulation being researched, LawWatch

for keeping up with new legal trends and identifying

ways to build the practice, Find A Case for

accessing cases by a known citation, and the

Client Billing Timer for accurate time tracking

and client management.

Access to the Current, Critical Content Every Practice Needs

� Average turn-around time of case law opinions from
receipt to on-line library posting: 24 hours

� Average turn-around time of advance sheets and bound
volumes from receipt to on-line library posting: 2 1/2 days

� Average accuracy rating of data entry: 99.99%

� Average number of pages entered per month: 700,000

� Average number of electronic documents procured per
month: 23,000

� Average number of print documents and publications
procured per month: 4,000

*These statistics are as of September 2008

Loislaw - Setting the Standard for
Quick Access to Time-Sensitive
Information*



Loislaw National and State Collection Subscriptions

Both National and State Collection subscriptions enable practitioners

to research new legal trends and access searchable databases of cases,

statutes, rules, regulations and other primary law. Comprehensive

coverage includes: extensive federal and state law resources, quick

links to primary law.

Primary Law – NATIONAL

Includes all 50 states and DC as well as all federal jurisdictions

� Comprehensive case law and statutes for all 50 states, DC and
federal jurisdictions

� Rules for state and federal courts

� Federal Statutes organized for easy search and retrieval

� Session laws and Legislative Acts

� Administrative rules and regulations

� Hyperlinks to all cited state and federal case law, statutes
and other primary law

Primary Law – STATE
Includes your state and all federal jurisdictions

� Cases, statutes, rules, and regulations for your state as well as all
federal jurisdictions. For specific state libraries, consult state
product listing.

� Rules for your state’s courts and federal courts

� State Statutes organized for easy search and retrieval

� Session laws and Legislative Acts

� Administrative rules and regulations

� Hyperlinks to all cited state and federal case law, statutes
and other primary law

� U.S. Supreme Court cases and recent developments

� U.S. Supreme Court rules

� U.S. Federal Circuit Courts of Appeal cases and
recent developments

� Federal Circuit Court rules

� U.S. District Court cases

� U.S. Local District Court rules

� Bankruptcy Court Rules

� U.S. Tax Court

� Public Laws of the United States

� U.S. Code

� U.S. Constitution

� U.S. Code of Federal Regulations

� Federal Register

� U.S. Sentencing Commission Guidelines Manual

� Administrative Decisions Under Immigration and
Nationality Laws of the U.S.

Loislaw’s robust online research
libraries provide access to the
content practitioners need when
they need it, with the capability to:

� Search primary law and online treatise

libraries across multiple jurisdictions, and

public records databases

� Receive one low flat rate with no hidden

charges for hyperlinking, printing, copying,

or downloading

� Easily search for and find content with

functionality that’s fast and user-friendly

� Hyperlink to any cited case, statute or other

document at no additional fee even if it is

outside of the subscription plan

� Save searches and activate LawWatch to

keep up with legal trends relating to topics

of interest

Federal Law Collections are an integral part of every subscription and include:



Loislaw provides legal content to practitioners of virtually all specializations, merging multiple resources into

a powerful one-site solution. Supporting the research requirements of today’s law firms by making searching

for and finding important legal content easy and affordable, Loislaw solutions provide practitioners with

robust, affordable and easy-to-use access to legal information when, where and how they need it, allowing

them to compete more effectively.

As the only premier provider whose genesis is based in digital publishing, Loislaw alone understands how to

simplify the research experience for our users, while still ensuring access to a comprehensive collection of

meaningful content.

Simple, straightforward subscription plans feature:

� One low, all-inclusive flat rate

� No hidden charges for hyper-linking to primary law or analytic materials outside the scope of a

current subscription, or for printing, copying, or downloading

� Complimentary tools such as GlobalCite and LawWatch included at no additional charge

� Free 24/7 online tutorial and technical support

Loislaw’s mission to establish long-term customer partnerships drives us to continually devise proactive

solutions to meet our clients' legal and business challenges. Our goal is to empower you to profitably achieve

the results your customers expect from you, now and for years to come.

The Loislaw Advantage
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